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A joint scientific session of the Division of General
Physics and Astronomy and the Division of Nuclear Physics
of the USSR Academy of Sciences was held on 31 October
1985at the S. I. Vavilov Institute of Physics Problems of the
USSR Academy of Sciences. The following reports were pre-
sented:

April 25

I . A. A. Vorob 'ev. Muon catalysis of nuclear fusion reac-
tions.

2. M. V. Stabnikov. New developments in holographic
tracking detectors.

3. V. S. Panasyuk. New types of synchrotrons as dedi-
cated generators of synchrotron and x-ray radiation.

Summaries of two reports are published below.

A. A. Vorob'ev. Muon catalysis of nuclear fusion reac-
tions. In order to achieve fusion, for instance of tritium and
deuterium nuclei, it is necessary for the nuclei to penetrate
the Coulomb barrier. One possible method of solving this
problem is to heat the medium to tens of millions of degrees,
as is done in various types of thermonuclear devices. An-
other method, which is promoting much discussion lately,
involves nuclear fusion near room temperatures with negatively
charged muons acting as catalysts ("cold fusion"). For this
method, the following simplified sequence of processes takes
place:

wdt
A negatively charged muon stops in the deuterium-tritium
mixture and is captured into an orbit around a deuterium or a
tritium nucleus, forming respectively a t^-atom or a
d/z-atom. In subsequent collisions of the 4w-atom the muon is
transferred from the deuterium to the tritium nucleus. This
reaction rate is denoted by A dt. Then a mesomolecule (dtyi)+

forms with rate A d t f l . This mesomolecule is an analog of the
H2

+ ions, but is smaller by a factor of 200. Consequently the
deutrium and tritium nuclei are "confined" to a volume of
radius ~5-10~" cm, which permits them to penetrate the
potential barrier in less than 10~9 s. Immediately after fusion
the compound-nucleus disintegrates, liberating an energy
Q = 17.6 MeV. As a rule the muon is released by this process
and may catalyze fusion reactions again and again. This will
continue until the muon either disintegrates (muon lifetime
T^ = 2.2-10~6 s) or is captured by a 4He nucleus (wdt is the
"sticking" probability of the muon to 4He).

How many dt-fusion cycles must a single muon catalyze
for jtt-catalysis to become a source of energy? This question
was recently investigated by YU. V. Petrov' at the Leningrad
Institute of Nuclear Physics (LINP) of the USSR Academy

of Sciences. The result was that currently /j,-catalysis may be
practical only using a uranium blanket and only if a single
muon catalyzes a number of dt-fusion cycles ^Tc>100. At
Xc = 100 the potential of ̂ -catalysis is comparable to that of
electronuclear breeding—in addition, these methods could be
combined in a single device.

But then, how many fusion cycles can a single muon
really catalyze? Is there an absolute upper limit on this num-
ber valid in all circumstances? It appeared that there existed a
definite answer to the latter question. Already in 1957 J. Jack-
son and Ya. B. Zel'dovich2 calculated the muon sticking coef-
ficient: wd, =0.01. It followed that Xc < 100. Later these cal-
culations were repeated3 taking into account that as the
(4Hqu)+ ion decelerates the muon may be "shaken off." The
limit Xc < 110 was obtained. Recently, however, the validity
of this limit has been questioned. A method of measuring the
muon sticking coefficient in the d-^-d fusion reaction was
developed at LINP of the USSR Academy of Sciences:

, , j ddu + d

Measurements4 yielded the following result:
wdd|exP = 0.122 + 0.003. This experimental result was some-
what lower than the theoretical value wddlcheor = 0.147. This
discrepancy prompted theorists to reexamine the muon stick-
ing problem. The L. I. Ponomarev group performed new cal-
culations (see5'6) using the recently obtained exact wavefunc-
tions of dd/z- and d^u-molecules. The result was
^dditheor =0.122, in exact agreement with experiment. The
same calculations yielded wdt[theor = 0.58-10~2, which corre-
sponds to the upper limit on fusion cycles ̂ cimax = 172. Un-
fortunately no direct measurements of the quantity wdt have
been carried out: this remains one of the most important prob-
lems in ,u-catalysis.

Clearly, it is possible to reach the limiting value X^mar.
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FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the formation rate of dd,u-mole-
cules.

only if a single fusion cycle is completed on a time scale hun-
dreds of times shorter than the muon lifetime. No so long ago
this possibility appeared absolutely unrealistic. This was be-
cause the first//-catalysis reaction discovered by L. Alavarez7

in 1957 was the d// + p-»(dp//) + ->3He+// reaction. The
reaction rate for this process was slow. A.dRU < 107 s~'." An
even slower reaction rate was found for the d-//-d-fusion re-
action at liquid hydrogen temperatures: A dd/i s~ 105 s~'. Such
reaction rates made practical utilization of//-catalysis utterly
impossible. Hence interest in //-catalysis waned.

The situation changed with the discovery at Dubna9 that
the quantity A. ddfl is strongly dependent on temperature (Fig.
1). An analysis of this dependence led the Dubna theoreti-
cians to the conclusion that there existed a resonant mecha-
nism for dd//-molecule formation.10 The determining factor
for the reaction rate in this mechanism was the most weakly
bound level of the mesomolecule. Having developed methods
of percision analysis of the three-body Coulomb problem, the
L. I. Ponomarev group proved the existence of such levels
both in the dd//-molecule and the dt//-molecule. These calcu-
lations predicted a high reaction rate for the formation of the
dt//-molecule.'' And indeed, the very first experiment investi-
gating the d-//-t-fusion reaction (Dubna, 1981) verified the
prediction A. dtA1|exP > 10s s~'. The Isotope exchange rate also
proved to be high: A dt =2.9-108s~'.

The Dubna results did much to stimulate further re-
search in [i-catalysis. Several approaches to the problem were
pursued. The experimental method developed at LINP
proved very effective for the study of d-//-d-fusion. This last
reaction is not promising as a source of energy, but it is very
similar to the d-//-t-fusion reaction. At the same time,
d-yiz-d-fusion is much simpler to investigate experimentally,
and the data is easier to interpret because the main reaction is
not obscured by accompanying processes. Consequently,
d-//-d-fusion is a good proving ground for the //-catalysis
theory. In the LINP experiments all major parameters of d-
//-d-fusion were obtained to high precision. In particular, the
formation rate of the dd//-molecule was determined (see Fig.
1, Gatchina, 1983). The result aroused much discussion be-
cause it exceeded the Dubna value of A dd^ by a factor of four.
The LINP group repeated the experiment under various ex-
perimental conditions to demonstrate successfully the valid-

ity of their result.4 Recently the LINP result was corroborat-
ed by an experiment performed at the Los Alamos meson
facility (USA).

Concurrently, the L. I. Ponomarev group worked hard
on improving the theory of fj,-catalysis. An important step in
their progress was the computation with unprecedented accu-
racy of the weakly bound levels in dd//- and dt//-molecules
( _ 1.946 + 0.001 eV and - 0.634 + 0.001 eV).13 As noted
above, these levels play a determining role in the //-catalysis
rate. The next problem was to compute the/I dd/i rate in reso-
nance formation of the dd//- molecule. Meticulous calcula-
tions accounting for all details of the reaction mechansisn
finally yielded the result shown in Fig. 1 by a dashed line. The
excellent agreement between theory and experiment illus-
trates the current high degree of understanding of the
//-catalyzed dd-fusion process.

Evidently these successes laid a solid foundation for the
completion of a quantitative analysis of//-catalyzed dt-fusion
and work on this problem is currently in progress. However,
in this process there are difficulties which did not arise in d-
//-d-fusion: the details of the muon transfer; the role of three-
body collisions in dt//-molecule formation; the thermalization
of t//-atoms. For this reason most of the data on d-//-t-cataly-
sis are at present being obtained by experiment. Experimental
research is carried out in laboratories at LAMPF (USA),
TRIUMF (Canada), SIN (Switzerland), and the Leningrad
Institute of Nuclear Physics at the USSR Academy of Sci-
ences.

The S. Jones group, working at the LAMPF meson fa-
cility, have recently reported impressive results.14 This group
investigated the neutron yield from a muon-irradiated deuter-
ium-tritium mixture at 700 atm pressure and temperatures of
up to 800 °K. It turned out that the d-//-t-fusion rate in-
creases with pressure and temperature (Fig. 2), reaching
As = 1.6-108 s~'. Extrapolating this value to the limit of rea-
listically achievable temperatures and pressures (the Jones
group is planning to reach 2000 atm and 1000 °K in their next
experiment), /ls>2-108s~' may be expected. This implies
that, if the "sticking" of the muon to the 4He nucleus did not
occur, a single muon could catalyze over 400 dt-fusion events
over its lifetime!

This being the case a direct measurement of the sticking
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the d-/i-t-fusion rate.
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coefficient wdt acquires great importance. Experiments are in
preparation at LINP and Los Alamos. Currently, indirect
estimates from experimental data of the Jones group indicate
that wdt ~0.003, a factor of two lower than the theoretical
lower bound. Should this result be verified it will be possible
to obtain Xc s;200 fusion cycles. Finally, a recent commun-
ciation from the Jones group reported 160 + 10 fusion events
catalyzed by a single muon in a deuterium-tritium mixture at
liquid hydrogen temperatures.

In conclusion, research of the last several years has sig-
nificantly changed our understanding of the muon catalysis of
nuclear fusion reactions. The main breakthrough was the dis-
covery of a resonance mechanism for the formation of dd/z-
and dt//-molecules that is responsible for a high rate of cataly-
sis, especially in d-//-t-fusion. The upper bound on the num-
ber of dt-fusion events catalyzed by a single muon has not yet
been firmly established, but apparently it may be asserted that
it is greater than 150. This implies that muon catalysis can be
seriously discussed as a potential source of energy.

An expanded version of this report is published in "Pro-

ceedings of the XX winter school at LINP" (Leningrad,
1985).
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V. S. Panasyuk. New types of synchrotrons as dedicated
generators of synchrotron and x-ray radiation. The wide ap-
plication of synchrotron radiation for various purposes be-
gan at electron storage rings originally constructed for re-
search in high-energy particle physics. In such research the
long lifetime of the electron beam is of principal importance,
which complicates the construction of storage rings. Dedi-
cated sources of synchrotron radiation are basically similar
in construction to classical storage rings with the difference
that the energy of the accelerated electron beam is signifi-
cantly lower than that achieved in the prototypes.

It should be noted, however, that in some cases it is
unnecessary to employ synchrotron radiation continuously.
This is especially true when the peak power of pulsed synch-
rotron radiation markedly exceeds the power of continuous
radiation. It is shown in Ref. 1 that for a given spectral range
of wavelengths it is advantageous to increase the power of
the radiation by increasing the strength of the guiding mag-
netic field and simultaneously decreasing the orbit radius of
the beam. Limitations on field strength produced by electro-
magnets with ferromagnetic cores may be removed by em-
ploying electromagnets used for generating ultra-high mag-
netic fields.2 If currently achievable magnetic fields of
several hundred kilogauss are used for guiding the beam, the
optimal electron orbit radius for radiation in the visible and
soft x-ray spectral ranges shrinks to several centimeters.
This significantly simplifies the technical construction of a
cyclic accelerator because high magnetic fields are achieved
in small volumes.

Given the small dimensions of the high-field magnetic
system it is advantageous to employ the simplest injection of
particles and to accelerate them at the beginning of the cycle,
similarly to a cyclotron with soft focussing of the beam.
Synchronicity between the angular frequency of the parti-

cles and the fixed frequency of the ultra-high-frequency ac-
celerating field right up to a fixed-radius orbit is automati-
cally maintained by the rising slope of the pulse of a strong
magnetic field.3-4 For construction reasons the ultra-high-
frequency voltage is best generated in a cylindrical resonator
(the//ul mode), possibly in the electromagnetic cavity it-
self. An example of such technology is the "Troll" synchro-
tron,5 which has the beam orbit radius of 1.7 cm, intensity of
10'° electrons in the accelerating cycle and a final energy of
50 MeV.

For purposes of optical radiometry6 pulsed synchro-
tron radiation of microsecond duration is appropriate. Tech-
nological application may require pulses of tens of millisec-
onds. Obviously a long-lived circulating beam in the range of
strong magnetic fields supplements the application regions
of dedicated sources examined above. However, the genera-
tion of strong continuous magnetic guiding fields is current-
ly possible mainly through the use of superconducting sole-
noids, in which case the achievable field strength is
significantly lower than if ordinary high (ultra-high) mag-
netic field electromagnets are used. Among the types of ac-
celerators and electron storage rings examined, synchrotron
radiation of a long-lived beam falls in the vacuum ultraviolet
wavelength range. In these machines the particle accelera-
tion technique discussed above is combined with the motion
of an electron beam in a magnetic guiding field, where the
guiding field is a superposition of a time-varying and a con-
stant high magnetic fields.7-8

The idea of maintaining synchronicity between the an-
gular frequency of charged particles and the fixed frequency
of the high-frequency accelerating field as the particles are
accelerated from thermal to relativistic velocities in a pulsed
magnetic guide field also proved to be fruitful in cyclic accel-
erators with an electromagnet containing continuous poles
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